SVMS
Digital Landscape

Name: ________________________

Teacher: Ms Kerrigan

Date : ___________________

Title of Work: ___________________
Criteria

1
Create a 9 layer
landscape using
Art Studio
Application

2

Finished product has 1 Finished product has
layer.
less that 9 layers

Points
3

4

Finished product
has 9 layers

Finished product
has 15 + layers

The 9 layer
The 9 layer
The 9 layer
landscape uses
All images have been
landscape uses
landscape uses some images that have
taken from websites
images that have
images from Creative been accessed
without citation or
been accessed
Commons, others are through Creative
consideration of fair use
through creative
taken directly from
Commons that
practices.
commons.
copyrighted
adhere to fair use
guidelines.

____

The landscape
clearly illustrates
the concept of
space, illustrating
The landscape uses
fore, middle and
some concepts of
backgrounds,
The landscape shows no creating space but
uses details that
evidence of space
has visible images
enforce near
that do not illustrate
middle and far,
the concept.
including size,
overlapping,
details and
placement.

____

Student uses class
time
Student does not
appropriately,
Student may have
complete project on time
works well with
done one of the
and/or distracts others or
others and
previous, but not all
is off task and/or misuses
project is
three, or only two.
class time.
submitted on or
before due date.

The 9 layer
landscape uses
images that have
been accessed
through Creative
Commons that
adhere to fair use
guidelines.
The landscape
clearly illustrates
the concept of
The landscape
space, illustrating
clearly illustrates
fore, middle and
the concept of
backgrounds, uses
space, illustrating
details that enforce
fore, middle and
near middle and far,
backgrounds, uses
including size,
details that enforce
overlapping, details
near middle and far,
and placement.In
including size,
addition, the images
overlapping, details
have been blended
and placement.
and placed in ways
that present a united
image.
Student uses class
time appropriately,
works well with
Student uses class
others and project is
time appropriately,
submitted on or
works well with
before due date. In
others and project is
addition, student
submitted on or
acts as a
before due date.
coach/helper in the
classroom, supports
others.

____

____

____

Total---->

____

Teacher Comments:
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